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Three Important Philosophers 

John Stuart Mill
Charles Sanders 
Peirce

Karl Popper



What is Logic?
• Logic doesn’t observe, invent or discover, it judges
•Questions in logic are known as propositions 
•A proposition can be either affirmed or denied, it is 

judged to be true or false
•A theory that tries to answer a question is called a 

hypothesis
•A hypothesis is based on probability, it can be strong or 

weak



Who Found Which Bug on Which Day?
Known truths (clues):
1) The Zero Day Exploit was found on Friday
2) Hannah found either the Null Pointer 

Exception or the Spelling Mistake
3) Cian was on holiday on Monday and Friday 

and didn’t find any bugs on those days
4) The Null Pointer Exception was found before 

the spelling mistake
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Monday: Hannah found the Null Pointer Exception
Thursday: Cian found the Spelling Mistake
Friday: Jack found the Zero Day Exploit

Three testers, 
find three 
different bugs, 
on three 
different days



Deductive Reasoning
•Evaluation of logical statements
•Mathematics:      x = 2       y = 3      x + y = 5
•There is a correct answer
•Conclusions drawn are very strong
Example:
The vending machine number for crisps is 06 and they cost 50p. 
If I put 50p in the vending machine and press 06 
I will get a bag of crisps.





“That’s impossible” 
– A Developer





John Stuart Mill 
•Born on 20th May 1806
•Died on 8th May 1873 (aged 66)
•English Philosopher 
•Came up with ways to select the actual causes 

of problems from lots of possibilities
•Known as Mill’s Methods of Induction
•Did this before the science of statistics existed 

as it does today



Mill’s Methods & The Level 15 Bard



Direct Method of Agreement



Method of Difference



Joint Method of Agreement and Difference



Method of Concomitant Variation

1 thing 
broke

2 things broke 3 things broke 4 things broke 5 things broke



Method of Residues

5 Songs are broken
Character turns red after logging 
inCharacter dies every time they 
jump



New Games Testers
• Look for things common in failure
• Look at the difference between success and failure
•Compare things common in failure to things that are 

different in success
•Try find patterns with failure
• If you can explain something, take it out of the picture 

and look again



Inductive Reasoning
•Generating ideas based on observations
•Can’t offer the same certainty as deductive reasoning
•Only suggests the truth, does not ensure it
•Guessing the future through observations made in the 

past
Example: 
Amy, age 5 has only ever seen brown dogs. She 
therefore believes that all dogs are brown.





Charles Sanders Peirce

•Born on 10th September 1839
•Died on 19th April 1914 (aged 74)
•American Philosopher, Logician, Mathematician and 

Scientist
•Defined the concept of Abductive Reasoning
•He strongly disagreed with John Stuart Mills theory of 

induction saying “It would be a waste of time to 
discuss such a theory”



Abductive Reasoning (Best Guess)
• Best guess that fits based on what is already known
• Sometimes called inference to the best explanation
• As new evidence is discovered, the guess could be shown to be wrong
• Used in many fields such as medical diagnosis and archaeology
• Vitally important in Artificial Intelligence
• Used by Sherlock Holmes

Example:
An archaeologist digs up a fossil of a fish in an area far from the 
sea. After making this discovery they propose that this area was 
once underwater.



Logical Differences

Deductive: Conclusion guaranteed
Rule: All beans in this bag are white 
Case: These beans are from this bag
Result: These beans are white 

Abductive: Conclusion is a best guess
Rule: All beans in this bag are white
Result: These beans are white  
Case: These beans are from this bag

Inductive: Conclusion only likely
Case: These beans are from this bag
Result: These beans are white
Rule: All beans in this bag are white 

Development Logic Primitive Testing Logic

Advanced Testing Logic



John R. Josephson & Susan G. Josephson 
Abductive Inference: Computation, Philosophy, 
Technology (1994)

D is a collection of data (facts, observations, 
givens)
H explains D (would, if true, explain D)
No other hypothesis explains D as well as H does
------------------------------------------------------------------
-
Therefore, H is probably correct. 



Games Testing
• Interact with the game and make observations
•Notice something not right and try cause it to happen again 
• Generate some ideas about why this is happening
• Try to prove or disprove those ideas 
• Find the simplest explanation that fits the observations
• Report problem
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
• Develop strong observation skills
• Develop strong reasoning skills



Karl Popper

•Born on 28th July 1902
•Died on 17th September 1994 (aged 92)
•Regarded as one of the greatest 20th Century 

Philosophers of Science 
•Came up with Falsificationism, the theory that science 

can never be proven true, but it can be proven false
•He said we should be doing experiments to try prove 

things false rather than prove they are true



Falsificationism - All Swans are White?

• Europeans held a strong belief 
that all swans were white
• In 1697 an explorer reported a 

sighting of a black swan
• It did not matter how many 

swans had previously been 
white.
• The discovery of the black 

swan proved the “all swans are 
white” theory was false



Black Swans in Testing
Observation
Searching for the black swan
Observe with mindfulness and focus
Always look at things a second time
Zoom in on the tiny details
Zoom out and see the big picture
Be curious, it leads to discovery

Reasoning
Explaining the black swan
Search for the most obvious answer
If you get a gut feeling, follow it
Question everything, suspend belief
Don’t be fooled by things you see
Don’t be fooled by things you are told



“Remember that you 
are a Black Swan.”

– Nassim Nicholas Taleb
Author of “The Black Swan: The Impact of the Highly 
Improbable”


